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ABSTRACT

A new pedagogical method, called The 3 Rs (Reading,

Reflecting and Reacting), is described and the results of an

initial tryout are summarized. The 3 Rs method, inspired by the

philosophy and literacy work of Paulo Freire, is a technique

which makes extensive use of small group discussion within the

context of small and medium sized classes. The technique, which

involves the repeated application of a three-step procedure to

each topic in a course, appears to promote the development of a

variety of higher-order cognitive and 'affective *studerit

characteristics. An evaluation of the initial tryout, which

occurred in a university course entitled "Sociological

Foundations of Education" having a student enrollment of 48,

showed an overwhelming amount of student agreement on the value

of the technique in promoting a wide variety of kindS of personal

development and stimulating interest in topics initially thought

to be boring. Preliminary suggestions for future tryouts and

research are offered.
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A. Preface

I have been a teacher since 1958; first at the middle school

level (general mathematics and algebra) and then at the

university level (research procedures, applied statistics,

educational measurement and, most recently, sociology of

education, radical educational philosophies, and education and

social change in Latin America). Looking back over these

experiences and taking into account the many recently published'

points of view regarding the current state of public education

and what ought to be done about it, I have come to the conclusion,

that what really matters within the context of schooling are: (a)

the content and (b) the ways in which students interact with that

content. Interestingly, recent critiques of public schooling

(e.g., A Nation at Risk report) as well as a great deal of the

debate about educational reform (see, for example, recent issues

of the Phi Delta Kappan) are almost devoid of attention to these

factors, focusing instead on the sorts of things that might be

described most appropriately as "administrative tinkering" (e.g.,

longer school day and year; tougher exit standards; common core,

more and better tracking).

While the current criticisms may serve the useful purposes of

focusing attention on public schooling and motivating students,

parents, community leaders, politicians, etc. to work towards the

5
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improvement of this important national institution, the failure

to address what I believe are the most fundamental features of

the educational process tendsto channel energy and resources in

ways which have virtually no chance of addressing the most

fundamental weaknesses of current practice. Some of the

consequences of these weaknesses are captured in the following

lyrics by Tom Paxton:

What did you learn in school today, dear little boy of mine?
What did you learn in school today, dear little boy of mine?

I learned that Washington never told a lie,
I learned that soldiers seldom die,
,I learned that everybody's free,

And that's what the teacher said to me.

That's what I learned in school today,
That's what I learned in school.

I learned that policemen are my friends,
I learned that justice never ends,

I learned that murderers die for their crimes
Even if we make a mistake sometimes.

I learned our government must be strong,
It's always right and never wrong
Our leaders are the finest men

And we elect them again and again.

I learned that war is not so bad,
I learned about the great ones we have had,

We've fought in Germany and in France,
And someday I may get my chance.

That's what I learned in school today,
That's what I learned in school.

6
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and the following true anecdote:

Scene

A senior political science major with an overall g.p.a.
above 3.6 (on a 4-point scale) and one of the top
students in this major, is reading Orwell's AnimalFarm.
His father sees him.

Dialog

Father: Didn't I see you reading that book last year?
Student: Yes

Father: Why are you reading it again?.
Student: Last time I was reading it in order to pass a

test; this time I'm reading it to understand
it.

The purpose of the 3 Rs manual is to provide guidelines for a

technique which, in my view, represents the type of reform which

will best 'prepare students for life in a constantly changing

world. Subsequent sections of this manual focus on: persistent,

negative effects of current schooling practices; desirable

characteristics of any educational environment designed to

produce active participants in a democratic and pluralistic

society; a theoretical framework from which a pedagogy with these

characteristics can be derived; guidelines for implementing the 3

Rs method; a specific example of an implementation of this

method; and a discussion of what has been learned to date about

this approach and its effect on participants.

7
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B. Some Persistent Problems

Long before students enter high school, a variety of negative

effects of schooling begin to arise. These effects, which not

only persist but seem to intensify through the remaining

schooling experience of many students, appear to me to be

systemic in their origin. System characteristics like the undue

emphasis on competition, multiple-choice evaluation of student

progress, a product-oriented view of the student, and an outdated

view of course content as "stuff to be covered", contribute in a

large measure to:

1. the failure of students to perceive the relevance of
much of the content of schooling

2. unwarranted levels of test and school anxiety

3. cheating on examinations and term papers

4. the development of poor study habits characterized by
intermittent test cramming activities with little
transferable learning

5. the development of strategies for masking ignorance from
the instructor

6. the acquisition of inadequate self-concepts reflected in
various types of in-class avoidance behaviors

7. inadequate development of analytic thinking skills

8. inadequate development of written and oral communication
skills

8
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9. inability to understand and appreciate different points
of view, particularly on issues where the students hold
strong prior beliefs

Recommendations made by A Nation At Risk and other reports which

emphasize tougher standards, longer school days and years, more

rigid external testing programs, etc. do not address these

fundamental problems and, hence, have a very low probability of

improving the "product" in a manner consistent with the more

noble educational goals of our society. In the words of Ohanian

(1985), "more of the same produces more of the same," which is

exactly what the critics are attacking.
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C. Desirable Features of a Learning Environment

Suppose we return to square one and begin 'with the following

assumptions: Learning should be inherently motivating; that is,

it should be exciting, interesting, and nearly always fun. It

should broaden, not restrict; encourage collaboration and sharing

instead of competition and intellectual hoarding; acknowledge

iividual differences at all stages of the learning process, not

insist on equal performance either at the start or end of a

learning experience (or, for that matter, require equal rates of

achievement and growth throughout the expeiience); encourage

risk taking rather than conservatism; tolerate (and, at times,

encourage and rejoice over) the commission of errors instead of

punishing them; be positive and supportive, rather than

punitive; and, most importantly, liberate, rather than

domesticate (see Freire, 1985).

Where does this lead us? In my opinion, it leads to the

design of educational environments or structures which promote

the development of inquiring, flexible, analytical and adaptable

human beings with the skills and motivation needed to continue

learning after the current experience is over. Such programs, at

a minimum, will:

10
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1. foster the development of %igher order cognitive
abilities, such as the abilities to analyze, synthesize
and evaluate as elaborated by Bloom (1956) and advocated
by Sizer (1984) and others.

2. stimulate affective growth (as defined by Krathwohl et
al., 1956) including the development of dispositions to
attend, respond, formulate value preferences, and develop
(or modify) one's value system.

3. promote the development of leadership as well as
followership and collaborative skills, including growth
in self-esteem, confidence, responsibility, and the
Ability to view issues and problems from multiple
perspectives

4. foster the improvement of personal communication skills
such as written and oral expression, and listening.

5. promote the capacity to view problems/issues from
multiple perspectives, to withhold judgement
appropriately, and to realize that a single correct (or
best) answer (or solution) is not always possible.

While statements of educational goals usually attest to the

importance of both the affective and cognitive capabilities of

students, one is hard pressed to identify the aspects of

schooling at any level which contribute to the achievement of all

but the most trivial cognitive objectives.

Perhaps this is a result of our inadequate knowledge about

how to directly teach things like creativity, imaginativeness and

tolerance for other viewpoints. However, we do know a great deal

about the construction of environments which not only permit the

development of characteristics like these, but which also foster

ii
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this development'. We also know that motivation is the critical

element in learning; that people who have a, strong desire to

learn have a high probability of doing so; yet, the bhlk of the

literature on learning concentrates on inform ;tion processing

models, text structure, adjunct cues and the like. Therefore,

the primary emphasis of the present project was on student

motivation and the structuring of a learning environment which

would, in some sense, maximize this cirtical element.

At this point, one may ask what kind of recipe will satisfy

the requirements indicated above. One possible answer to this

question is proVided in the following sections of this manual.

1The cooperative learning literature (e.g., Slavin, R. (1983);

Johnson, D.W. & Johnson, R.T. (1979); Webb, N. (1982)) provides a

variety of examples of the effects of cooperative learning

environment on the modification of selected affective

ck nUcs as well as the development of specific cognitive

12
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D. lramework

The ideas previously stated are the result of my own personal

experience in the schooling process and an exposure to the

thinking of others who have confronted and attacked this problem

in interesting and innovative ways, oftentimes ii guite"difficult

circumstances.

These others include:

- John Dewey ( ) for his "learn by doing" emphasis.

- Ivan Illich (1971) for his penetrating analysis of the
institution called schooling and the identification of it:s

systemic failings.

- Paulo Freire (1985) for his revelations about .the
relationship between politics and education, his
distinction'between education for liberation and education
for domestication, his pedagogical method which has
revolutionized the conception of and approach to literacy
education, and his pioneering literacy programs which

clearly show the transformational power of education
properly conceived.

- the many Liberation Theologies who have used Freire's
pedagogy in conjunction with Bible study within Christian
Base Communities to awaken millions of oppre'ssed people in

developing countries to their abilities and possibilities.

- The people of Nicaragua whose Freire-inspired "pedagogy of
shared responsibility" made possible their internationally
acclaimed 1980 National Literacy Crusade and their current
adult education program. Through these efforts they have
shown how a poor, underdeveloped country with meager human
and monetary resources can produce profound societal
changes (e.g., Miller, 1985).

Undoubtedly, the greatest influence in my thinking has been Paulo

Freire who developed an ingenious pedagogy fdr teaching literacy

in underdeveloped and impoverished areas of the world--a pedagogy

13
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which not Only teaches the fundamentals of reading and writing;

but transforms even the most passive, submissive illiterate into

an. active social participants In fact, my initial attempt to

develop the 3Rs method began with the question, "If Paulo Freire

were to design a university level course with the characteristics

stated previously, what might it look like?" While there are

obvious important differences between Freire's methodology2 and

the 3Rs, there is a great deal of commonality in intention,

conceptualization and outcome. Without his inspiration

philosophy and pioneering theoretical and practical work, this

project would never have been initiated.

2See Brown (1978) for an excellent exposition of this

methodology.

14
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E. The 3 Rs Method

The 3 Rs method is primarily based on small group discussion

and consists of three distinct phases which I call Reading,

Reflecting, and Reacting.3 These 3 Rs, which I believe

constitute the transferable skills basic to continual learning

and development outside of the school setting, can be

characterized as follows:

1. Reading. This step focuses on the development of skills

needed to comprehend the subject under study (e.g., a

social situation, an aspect of one's culture, a

historical event, a political opinion,). The subject

matter may be presented to the student in the form of a

photograph, a videotape, a set of printed matter, a real

life enactment, a speech, etc. In what follows, we will

assume that the "topic. is presented in the form of an

article (or set of articles) abouta particular topic.

On the first encounter with the assigned material,

each student independently prepares a set of discussion

notes containing:

- questions concerning ambiguities, confusions, etc.
(i.e., things the student doesn't understand).

3Additional detail concerning each part of this section can be

found in Appendices C-E.

15
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- a summary of the authors' main ideals) or
message(s), as well as the authors' intent or
motive (i.e., what is beir said and why).

- a summary of the authors' recommendations (if any) -

and the implications of implementing them.

Many students find it helpful to outline the

material or use highlighter and marginal notes.

Regardless of their customary work habits, however, they

should prepare a*1 or 2 page set of notes containing the

questions and statements they want to discuss with their

classmates.

Later, within a small group setting, the

participants conduct a discussion based on -their

individual preparation notes and strive to reach a

consensus about what the authors are saying and why.

Also, they try to determine the practical implications

of any ..:thor-made recommendations.

The sole purpose of this phase" of the procedure is

for each student to gain a clear understanding of what

is being said (or what is going on) and why. Freire

calls this activity "reading reality". This is a new

experience for most students and its mastery requires

real effort on their part. The difference between

preparing for a discussion as opposed to a test is not

initially obvious to them and old habits are hard to

break.

16
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COMMENTS:

a. Students have become so used to preparing for tests
that they initially find it difficult to do
something else. They need to be reminded that notes
made for test preparation are usually not very
helpful in a discussion setting.

b. There seems to be a strong tendency among students
to make value judgments and inject personal opinions
at the outset of a discussion. Students must be
reminded that they are to reserve judgment and
refrain from stating personal opinions until stage 2
(Reflecting). It is very.important that the group
share a common understanding about what is being
said and why before the reflection phase begins.

2. Reflecting. Once the students reach a common

understanding of the materials under consideration,

their next task is to reflect on what they have learned

and to engage in a critical analysis of it. Therefore,

each student must reexamine the material in light of the

initial small group discussion and prepare a new set of

notes consisting of:

- new questions about the topic

- new insights, evaluative statements, statements about
the relationship between the present topic (or point
of view) and others previously encountered within or
outside the present course

17
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- relevant past personal experiences.

These notes then become the basis for a second

small group discussion in which the students

collectively attempt to do a critical analysis of the

material and to formulate specific recommendations based

on their analysis. During this phse, the students not

only have a chance to reflect on what they have read (or

seen) and to express their point of view openly, but

also have the opportunity to heat and reflect on the

views of others.

Within the small group discussion context, each

student has the opportunity to play two distinctly

different types of roles:

(a) group leader, which is assumed by each
participant on a rotational basis. The
responsibilities of this role include:

(1) monitoring the group's activities;
(2) managing the small-group discussion sessions;
(3) summarizing/reporting the deliberations of

the group to the class as a whole.

(b) . contributing individual participant
(collaborator). The responsibilities of this
ole include:

(1) contributing to the discussions on an equal
footing with the other members of the group.

(2) preparing weekly reaction papers.

18
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COMMENTS:

Many students have not had much practice in either
role and initially may feel quite uncomfortable. For
example, many students:

a. are timid or shy, lack confidence, etc., and,
hence, have difficulty in the leadership role.
Encouragement helps!

b. are reluctant to share ideas or ask questions;
some have difficulty withholding judgment.
These factors impede true collaboration among
group members. Learning to do these things is
important.

c. are not disposed to seriously listen to the
viewpoints of others; that is, to try to look at
a problem or an issue from the perspectives of
others. The development of this ability takes
time.

3. Reacting. Finally, each group leader writes a summary

of the group's discussion. All of the others are

required to write a personal reaction to the topic under

consideration and to identify ways in which the. new

knowledge acquired during the discussion experience can

be applied to bring about, or at least help create, the

conditions for meaningful change in a real world

setting. The translation of idea into action is the

culmination of this critical third step (which

corresponds to the transforming stage of Freire's

approach.)

19
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COMMENTS:

a. Group leaders do not write a personal reaction
paper.

b. Initially, most students are reluctant to speak out
in a large group setting. Often they feel that
their ideas and questions are 'stupid' and they do
not want to risk being ridiculed by their peers.
Without instructor guidance, these sessions
frequently turn out to be dominated by several
loquacious students while the others "sit and
listen" like they have acne for so many years in so
many lecture' classes. Some useful strategies for
overcoming this problem are presented in tippendix F.

c. Reaction reports can take many forms. A variety of
formats should be acceptable in order to encourage
creativity and imagination!. Two examples are a
letter to the editor of a newspaper and a proposal
for addressing a specific problem

All notes made in preparation for the small group

discussions, notes taken during the discussions,

recorded reflections and insights which occur between

discussions, and the personal reactions and/or group

summary reports are kept in the form of a written log

which is submitted to the instructor following the

conclusion of each topic. These notes reveal a great

deal about student thought patterns, linguistic skills,

questioning ability, etc., and when examined weekly,
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provide a record of progress unmatched by conventional

testing procedures and contain a great deal of useful

diagnostic information.

During the large group meetings, group leaders are

selected by the instructor to present their summaries to

the class-as-a-whole for consideration and discussion.

This stage can also be augmented by other activities

such as the use of guest experts, inter-group debates,

and role playing activities. (For more on this, see

Appendix G.)

This 3-step procedure provides the students with a systematic

way to approach problems and issues in a collaborative manner.

As a result, many report that their feelings of isolation and

distorted perceptions of reality are gradually replaced by

feelings of cohesiveness, the development of trust and mutual

respect, and a better appreciation of and tolerance for the

diverse abilities, interests and points of view which exist

within their peer group.

21
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F. Pupil Evaluat.on and Grade Assignment

The most direct way to eliminate test anxiety, cramming, and

other undesirable test-related habits and effects is to eliminate

testing. This can be done very easily without loss of

information on student progress and can actually result in a more

complete picture of student growth during the course. Student

logs, group participation and course projects contain a great

deal of .information about cognitive and affective growth and,

hence, provide the data necessary for studying the development of

student thought patterns, linguistic skills, questioning ability,

and a myriad of other important characteristics as well as for

continuously monitoring overall student progress.

Student grades are based on their oral and written work as it

is represented in their (a) log notes, (b) small group

participation, (c) fulfillment of small group leadership

responsibilities, and (d) course project, which may be done

individually or in collaboration with a small group of

classmates. The reward structure (i.e., grading scheme) places a

. premium on effort, conscientiousness, creativity and imagination.

All feedback in the course should either be in a

positive or questioning form. Errors, misconceptions and

wrongheaded notions should not be the subject of instructor-

generated criticism; instead, special effort must be made to

22
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guide the students' ways of thinking. The use of written

comments and questions in the log book as well as informal out-

of-class individual discussions as appropriate. In my first'

attempt at implementing this scheme, the grade assignment

procedure I adopted was based on four components, each judged on

a pass/fail basis. The general scheme is shown below and should

be read across to determine the requirement for each grade.

Figure 1. Experimental Component-Based Grading Scheme

Component

Attendance Log Group Participation Course Project

A P P P P

B P P P

Grade C P P

D P

* P represents "pass"

As shown in the figure, this grading scheme is hierarchical in

nature. In other words, any student who satisfied the attendance

criteria qualified for a grade of D (bottom line). Above and

beyond that, the student who satisfied the log book preparation

requirement qualified for a grade of C (2nd line from bottom).
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Satisfaction of the group participation requirements, both in

terms of individual participation and leadership, qualified the

student for a grade of B (3rd'line from bottom), and finally, the

satisfactory completion of a course project qualified the student

for a grade of A (top line).

During this experimental trial, course projects (which

required prior approval by the instructor before the!.r

undertaking) needed to satisfy only two criteria:

(1) that the project be related to a theme discussed during
the course.

(2) that the student be willing to explain his/her project
in public and state that it represented the very best
that s/he was capable of doing. StudentS were allowed
to choose any project format and the variety reflected
both their enthusiasm and imagination. In the first
tryout, described below, the project formats included:
a collage, a survey of student television viewing
habits, a videotape presentation shbwing the changing
attitudes towards teachers represented in films and
comics over a 20-year period, and a set of
illustrations showing the different ways racism and
sexism are treated in textbooks of different countries.
Only one out of nearly a dozen projects conformed to a
standard term paper format.

COMMENTS:

a. Attendance in this context not only implies physical presence
but the act of attending as well An alert appearance,
periodic relevant verbal participation, etc., are indications
of satisfactory performance. Since the class leans heavily
on discussion and one must be present in order to
participate, a grade reduction formula based on number of
absences is appropriate, for example, a reduction of 1 letter
for each 2 (or 3) unexcused absences.
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b. Criteria for judging the Reading and Reflection notes in the
log are difficult to specify because of the many different
styles used and the heterogeneity of student knowledge.
However, one can usually judge the relative seriousness of
the student's efforts, especially after the first several

weeks. Indications of reaction paper quality are easier to
identify, for example: clear references to and paraphrases of
source material information, focus, evidence of analytic
thought, logic in the development of the reaction,
presentation of one or more conclusions (or recommendations)
following from the analysis presented.

c. Feedback concerning small group participation is provided by
other students in the group.In addition, fulfillment of the
leadership responsibilities (e.g., validation of log notes,
reporting absences from small group discussions and oral (as
well as written) summaries of small group activities) are
relatively easy to judge.

d. Some students have recommended that projects be graded in a
more conventional fashion to prevent the less serious student
from just getting by. If this type of modification is used,
a scheme based on peer evaluation seems most consistent with
the general aims of the 3 Rs method.

25
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G. First Tryout

The first attempt to use the 3 Rs method occurred during the

Fall 1985 semester at the Universit. of Delaware in a cou.le

entitled "Sociological Foundations of Education." The class had

48 students, mostly sophomores and juniors. Since the course was

scheduled to meet three times per week, each class lasting 50

minutes, each of the three steps of the 3 Rs method was allocated

to one of the weekly class sessions (i.e., Reading discussion on

Monday, Reflection discussion on Wednesday, and Reaction session

on Friday).

Orientation Phase

The first class of the semester was devoted strictly to

matters of organization and explanation. The primary purpose

was to acquaint students with the new procedure and the ways in

which it differed from the more traditionally formatted courses

they had been accustomed to taking. .

The next three classes were used to run the class-as-a-whole

through the 3 Rs method. As luck would have it, these three

classes were in the same week and, hence, it was possible to show

the students the sort of pattern they were expected to follow

during the remainder of the semester.

26
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At the end of the initial class meeting, which met on a

Friday, the first article (A Nation At Risk) was assigned. This

important and highly visible critique of public schooling in

America provided a framework for the course-as-a-whole. The

students were told that their primary goal for Monday's :lass was

to read the article, to identify the main ideas, and to raise

questions about any points of ambiguity. In addition, they were

told to think about the implications of recommendations made in

that report should those recommendations be put into effect

immediately. This work was to constitute tbe first portion of

their log entry for that week.

In Monday's class, we discussed the work they had done over

the weekend with an aim towards helping the students clarify what

their task was to be in the remaining weeks. Needless to say, it

was very difficult to generate a discussion in a class of 48

students. Nevertheless, a variety of procedures were used to

engage as many students ar possible in the initial discussion.

Near the end of this first class meeting, the students were again

told what the goal was for their next meeting. In short, it was

to reread the article, to do a critical analysis of its content,

to evaluate its criticisms and recommendations in light of their

own personal past and present schooling experiences as well as

I
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their knowledge and perception of schooling, and to make value

judgments about the validity of the reports claims and

recommendations.

ILIE123:114211Ea, students were asked to read entries

from their log notes aloud. Both the form and substance of these

notes were discussed. The emphasis at. this time was on the

structure of their notes and on strategies for improving them.

At the end of Wednesday's class, the task for Friday was

reviewed. In particular students were told to write their own

personal reactions to A Nation At Risk report. As in the

previous stages, they expressed a great deal of uncertainty about

what was expected of them. Being unaccustomed to this procedure,

they were not quite sure what the instructor wanted. Hence, a

major task was to convince the students that their focus should

not be "what the instructor wants", but rather a personal

reaction to the article as a whole (its content and/or its tone)

or to a subset of the ideas in the article. They were told to

choose something that they felt was important and to react to

that in a well-reasoned, yet personal way. For those having

difficulty in deciding how to handle this reaction, it was

suggested that something in the form of a letter to the editor of

the student newspaper would be suitable, as would any other

format which would help them focus their efforts.
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Friday's class session was spent listening to a sample of

student reactions followed by short discussions. Needless to

say, only a brief amount of time could be spent on each reaction

presentation, and only a few presentations were possible given

the number of students and the amount of time available.

Nevertheless, a surprising variety of reactions focusing on

different aspects of the A Nation At Risk report were presented.

As a result, students were able to see the wide range of

acceptable products which could be produced based on this one

article.

Near the end of the class, students simply counted off from 1

to 8 in order to obtain a group assignment for the following

week. Eight groups of six students each were constituted in this

fashion. Each group was assigned an area within the building

where they were to meet each Monday and Wednesday for their small

group discussions. They were reminded that they were to choose a

group leader at the beginning of each topic and that this

leadership responsibility was to be assumed by each on a

rotational basis. That is, each week the members of the group

decided who would be the leader for that particular set of

discussions. Finally, they were given their second article which

embodied an attempt to respond to several of the criticisms and

recommendations in the A Nation At Risk report.
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The students were told that the A Nation At Risk article

would provide the framework for the entire course and its

discussions. In fact, the first half of the course was devoted

to considerations of a number of specific elements in this report

dealing with matters such as passing and graduation standards,

teacher and student quality, textbook quality and adoption

procedures, etc. Although not discussed at this time, the

articles in the second portion of the course were to deal with

topics which went beyond the A Nation At Risk report, (i.e.,

articles which dealt with important educational themes not

explicitly attended to in the A Nation At Risk report, e.g.,

chatacter education, the introduction of controversal topics into

the curriculum, distortions of reality).

Cycle 1

Beginning with the second full week of class, the students

met each Monday and Wednesday in their small group settings to

deal with the reading and reflection steps of the procedure,

respectively. Each Friday, the class assembled as a whole in

order to hear and discuss group summary reports (presented by the

group leaders), to participate in debates on certain issues, or

to listen to guest speakers provide a 20 to 30 minute

presentation on the topic of the week followed by an informal

question-and-answer period.
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Cycle 2

Once all of the students had had an opportunity to serve as

leader within the small group setting, the groups were

constituted anew for the second portion of the course in order to

expose each to a broader sample of viewpoints. Rather than use a

haphazard scheme at this point, the information available on each

student's -ability and progress was used to maximize group

heterogeneity. Since it was possible with this number of

students and groups to guarantee that no two students would

.appear in the same group during the second half of the semester

as the first half, the students were forced to begin anew in

developing and/or refining their interpersonal group activity

skills and to generalize the use of these skills beyond the

original context in which their development began.

EXPO 258

During the final week of the semester, student projects were

presented to the class-as-a-whole. This period, called EXPO 258

(the course number being 258), was the culmination of the

semester's work.

Schematically, the division of the semester is shown below.

Class 1 - overview of course and explanation of procedure.

Week 1 - demonstration of 3 Rs procedure in class-as-a-
whole; instructor serving as leader.
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Weeks 2-7 - Cycle 1: small group work; different group
leader (within each group of 6) for each topic.

Weeks 8-13 - Cycle 2: new groupings of students; same
pattern as Cycle 1.

Week 14 - EXPO 258: project presentations.

Topics and Speakers

The topics and source materials.for the course are shown in

Appendix A. Since the content of the course was never regarded

as fixed, reading assignments were literally made on a week-to-

week basis with new articles being added to the original list

where it seemed appropriate. Newspaper and magazine articles as

well as articles fiom professional publications like the Phi

Delta Kappan and other professional journals were inserted. One

of the things that seemed worthwhile was to invite speakers with

special knowledge about selected topics to meet with students

periodically throughout the course. It was not clear exactly how

these people ought to be used or whether their presentations

should i;recede or follow the small group discussions. I decided

to have their presentations follow the relevant small group

discussions so that students would have ample time to prepare and

thereby be able to take maximum advantage of each speaker's

expertise. Fortunately, a wide variety of interesting speakers

were available including Dean Frank Murray (student competency

testing), Dr. Rita Fillos (career ladders and merit pay), Dr.

Richard Venezky (construction of basal readers), Mr. Miguel
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Ernesto Vijil (education in Nicaragua), Mr. William Hutchinson

(teaching about nuclear war) and the late Mr. W. L. Gore

(principles of successful management). Of course, other

possibilities exist and deserve careful consideration.

Student Reactions

Aa indicated earlier, most of the students had never had the

sort of experience offered by this procedure. It soon became

obvious that many had spent most of their prior school time in

leture-type courses, where their progress was measured largely

with midterm and final multiple-choice examinations along with

occasional brief essay questions and term papers. Their behavior

in the initial set of classes betrayed the fact that many of them

were habitual nonvolunteers in group discussion settings, and

that many lacked either the confidence or the ability to assume a

leadership role within a. group discussion setting. The extent to

which they had been conditioned to the standard schooling

experience was revealed by their actions in the large group

discussions at the beginning of the course as well as their many

uncertainties in the early small group meetings. The absence of

tests, the requirement to prepare notes in writing- for every

class, the emphasis on effort and critical analysis in the small

group setting with the instructor.' present only occasionally, etc.
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were all very unsettling ideas to the students. Even as late as

the halfway point in the course, some students still occasionally

asked what the catch was. It took some of them a long time to

believe that the instructor was. on the level and to appreciate

the advantages they were enjoying with the burden of examination

preparation eliminated. Nevertheless by the 3rd week, it was

possible to sense the beginnings of a change in how the students

viewed their roles and responsibilities Within thfs format, and

to sense the development of excitement and spontaneity, as well

as the unleashing of a creative energy from this new found

"freedom to learn".

Each student who participated in this'activity had a unique

and worthwhile experience which, in my view, would be worth

describing. Some students, shy and reserved at the outset of the

course, blossomed into real leaders; many students began to

spontaneously seek information about topics under discussion

elsewhere, e.g., the school district central office, the

curriculum collection of the university library, the library and

personnel at the International Reading Association, and

university faculty with expertise in particular areas. Some

sought out teachers in public schools or fellow students at

various levels. Several even subscribed to the Phi Delta Kappan.

Perhaps the most dramatic change came in a young woman who, after

the first four weeks of class, came into my office and broke down
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completely. After listening to the discussions within her group

and in the Friday large group meetings, she said she felt stupid.

She thought her classmates had such good ideas and expressed them

so-well and couldn't understand why she wasn't able to do the

same. We spent about an hour talking about individual

differences in knowledge, rates of progress, thinking patterns,

etc. We talked about areas in which she excelled, (e.g.,

swimming) where her classmates did not, as well as her

background, the things that caused her to be the way she is, and

what could be done to become a more active and constructive

participant within this format. Prior to the subsequent class,

she came into my office and said that she was really prepared and

that she was going to ask at least one question during the coming

class period, which she did. Little by little through the

remainder of the course, the quality of her participation within

the small group setting and the quality of her work as reflected

in her log improved steadily. By the end of the course, it

seemed to me that she had demonstrated more personal growth than

any other student in the class. This is not to say that her work

was superior in quality to the work of all of the other students;

it was not. However, given her starting point in the class, it

seemed to me quite clear that she was taking more away from the

experience than any other student j.n the group. Furthermore,

while her attention (like that of other students) was not focused
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on the acquisition of specific information in the course, it was

clear that she became increasingly knowledgeable and able to

discuss the wide variety of issues that we had entertained during

the semester.

As I said earlier, there are many other stories which can be

told about student growth in this class. The experience of

reading through student logs, observing small group discussions,

and moderating the large.group discussions each Friday helped me

to know these students much'better than any group I had ever

worked with in the past. The time spent reading the weekly logs

and participating in the discussions, rather than lecturing and

testing, allowed me to understand what the students brought to

the class and how they changed over the course of the semester in

a way not possible through the traditional type of format. In

general, student log notes and reaction papers provide a clear

picture of their misconceptions, limited perspectives,

misreadings and misinterpretations of course materials, as well

as the flaws in their writing skills. As a result, the weekly

logs are a rich source of feedback information.
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Evaluation

After five weeks of the course,, a preliminary formative

evaluation form (see Appendik B.1) was distributed to the

students. At the end of the course, a team of four students x-ao

volunteered to do a course evaluation as their project, designed

an interview schedule ('Appendix B.2) which they used in talking

to about 3/4 of the students in the class. To highlight some of

the elements of their report, the following items are offered:

1. 96% of the students said that the format of this course
increased their ability to analyze issues

2. 92% indicated that it increased their ability to understand
and analyze different points of view

3. 93% said they would in all likelihood attempt to use this
format sometime in the future

4. 93% said the experience helped to define and focus their
personal points of view on many issues

5. 71% indicated that they had benefited from at least one of
the speakers

6. 69% indicated that they had done further research on at least
one topic

7. 69% indicated that they liked the component grading system
while 17% expressed preference for a procedure based on
.quality of each item produced

8. On a four point scale, the method and mix of topics got an
average rating of 3.7, while the log preparation exercise and
the grading scheme fell at about 3.3

9. Greatest interest was expressed in topics dealing with
curriculum; topics dealing with structural matters came in
second.
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10. Students listed more advantages than disadvantages to the
mid-semester group reassignment. Advantages were exposure to
new viewpoints and opinions, opportunity to meet more
classmates, and the benefits of a fresh start. Disadvantages
included discomfort, missing the old group, and disruption of
the flow and harmony developed in the initial small group.

The overall conclusion of the evaluation team was "the

results indicate an overwhelming enthusiasm not often present in

an entire class towards the close of a semester. Perhaps the

methods employed here stirred student thinking and enthusiasm and

will result in a greater involvement in the many facets of

education."

An independent course evaluation (Appendix B.3) conducted by

the Department of Educational Studies at the end of the semester

revealed that 2/3 of those responding gave the course a rating of

five on a five-point scale and only 2 of the students.assigned a

rating below the scale midpoint. In addition, an examination of

student comments made on the free response portion of the form

indicated an overwhelming acceptance for the 3 Rs method of

instruction. Based on an analysis of the comments made by

students during and at the end of the course, it seems fair to

say that the initial implementation of the method was a

resounding success.
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H. Discussion

The reasons for the apparent initial success of this method,

in my opinion, include those listed below:

1. The focus on motivation. The content of the course was

composed of interesting, relellant and engaging topics

and questions. For example, the article which

estabiished the framework for the course as a whole was

A Nation At Risk which roundly criticized the state of

public education and referred to its products in very

negative terms. An immediate reaction from most of the

students was "are they talking about us? Are we

incompetent?'! A second example, which was included in

the second half of the course concerned problems

associated with the introduction of controversial

materials into the classroom. The bases for this

discussion were:

(a) a group of articles dealing with nuclear war and

(b) a presentation by a Delaware school teacher who
attempted to introduce :he "Choices" nuclear war
unit materials in his social studies classes
several years ago and wi:As prevented from doing so
by the district's admi:iistration.

2. The adoption of p.anitive assumptions about st .dents and

the ways they would respond in a "free" envirc,nment. I

assumed that most students would work closer to their

maximum than to their minimum if interesting and
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relevant topics were involved. The wide variety and the

quality of student course projects as well as the level

and quality of student involvement throughout the

semester convinced me of the reasonableness of this

approach. Despite the fact that the grade components in

the course were all judged on a pass/fail basis and that

the criteria for satisfying each component seemed

reasonably easy to meet, many students reported that

they had never worked so hard on a course in their

entire college careers.

3. The abandonment of the notion that course content is.

"stuff to be covered". The view taken is that the way

in 'which students interact with the content is of

paramount importance and that the specific topics

covered, the manner in which they are encountered, and

the sequence of their appearance is of secondary

importance. I felt that flexibility was extremely

important so that the course

interests of the class as it

benefit of this flexibility

instructor to take advantage

arise. An example

materials on adult

could be tailored to the

proceeded. An important

is that it allows 't.:he

of opportunities as they

of this was the early inclusion of

literacy and a guest appearance by
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Mr. Miguel Ernesto Vijil (Minister of Housing in

Nicaragua) who talked about the educational requirements

of national reconstruction in his country.

4. The use of a simple, systematic procedure which offers

very little opportunity to disengage. Once understood,

the three steps in the 3 Rs procedure provides a

systematic way for students to approach a topic and

prepare for intelligent discussion of that topic with

their peers. In addition, the log notes provide a

systematic way for both students and instructor to

monitor the weekly activities. Since the log notes are

validated at each class meeting by the group leaders and

read each week by the instructor, the students have very

little opportunity to coast or to take periodic

vacations from their work.

5. The emphasis on effort, creativity, imagination and

initiative instead of the accumulation of facts,

principles and formulas. In this approach, the students

focus most on the transferable skills (e.g., oral and

written expression, leadership and collaborative skills,

systematic work habits, adoption of multiple

perspectives) instead of the "traditional content"
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orientation, which in this method becomes part of the

incidental learning activ4.ty. That is, students appear

to learn a lot of what traditional tests measure while

not always being aware that that learning is taking

place.

6. The minimization of anxiety provoking features. Initial

unfamiliarity with this approach does produce feelings

of confusion and anxiety; however, as the students

become accustomed to this format, this problem

vanishes. This is especially true when one evaluation

scheme does not use any tests or involve aay open public

criticism of student ideas as in the first tryout.

7. Beginning with the concrete and moving towards the

general. Each topic in the course .began with a

specific, concrete, important question or problem for

the teaching profession. Even though the participants

in the class had never been full-time classroom

teachers, they seemed to have very little difficulty in

identifying with these problems and in recognizing how

these problems would affect them in the future.
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8. The acknowledgement and accommodation to individual

differences. In this format, one accepts the students

as they arrive and sets realistic demands for them. In

the traditional format, all students are expected to

meet the same absolute criteria for the various letter

grades. This is grossly unfair since the student

arriving at the course with the poorest background or

the weakest abilities is expected to do the most in

order to obtain a specific grade. In this format with

the pass/fail component evaluation, each student is

judged in terms of his/her individual progress.

Therefore, it becomes possible for every student to earn

an "A" in the course.

9. em hasis on tht identification and refinement of

im ortant questions rather than a search for "the onl

or the best" answer. As students progress, they soon

begin to realize that "real world" problems and issues

are quite complex and, more often than not, their

discussions and debates result in the identification of

more questions rather than simple, straightforward

solutions. This can be very disconcerting and takes a
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bit of getting used to; however, it is one of the things

that students seem to really appreciate once they get

the hand of it.

10. A greater sense of accomplishment on the part of the

instructor. Instead of, planning lectures and

constructing exams, instructors use the bulk of their

time observing small group discussions, moderating the

large group meetings, advising students and evaluating

their products (logs, group participation and course

projects). Although the 3 Rs method may require more

of the instructor's time than the conventional lecture

approach4, the increased interaction with and

observatiorf of the students results in new insights

regarding:

(a) patterns of student development--based on direct
observation of individual -differences and their
impact on affective and cognitive growth.

(b) the subject matter--based on the constant exposure
to new and oftentimes imaginative ways of viewing a
topic generated by the students.

4The amount of extra time depends on the number of log

submissions required and the amount of extra consultation with

students stimulated by the evaluation scheme used and the type of

feedback provided.
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(c) one's personal biases--based on the continuous
informal testing of one's preconceptions about
individual student abilities and shortcomings
against the wealth of student performance data to
which there is constant exposure.

This new learning about the students, the subject matter and

oneself if viewed in a positive way by the instructor can be both

an enriching and invigorating experience, resulting in more

frequent and positive contact with the students.

Perhaps the key element that binds all of these items

together is realism. That is, the 3 Rs format seems to provide

students with a reasonably effective strategy for engaging in-the

kinds of activities that will constitute most of their future

professional lives. That is, much of what they do will (or

should) involve the identification of and an attempt to solve

problems in collaboration with their peers; hence, the emphasis

on small group peer discussion. The importance of the 3 Rs

procedure as a general problem solving strategy is the systematic

three step procedure which moves group discussions very quickly

away from the "blind leading the blind" approach seen in many

discussion format situations to a genuine collaborative problem-

solving effort.
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I. Some Questions and Answers

It should be pointed out that a number of questions have been

raised by colleagues concerning the quality of work done by the

students in a course conducted in this fashion. The most

prominentare the following:

1. How do you know that the students are doing their own

work? The answer to this, of course, lies in their log

preparation notes, their participation in both the small

and large group discussions, and their project work.

Students must produce so much during a one semester

course that it is much more difficult for them to avoid

doing their own work than it is in a more traditional

course where student performance is evaluated on the

basis of several examinations and a term project.

Although continual use of the same materials can, over

time, give students the opportunity to use 'old notes,'

my guess is that this will not be a significant problem

because of the overt participation required by this

method,
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2. How do ou know that the are learnin the reall

important stuff (e.g., facts, principles, concepts)? It

seems to me that inmany conventional classes, most of

the students spend a great deal of their time preparing

for examinations. In doing this, they play the game of

anticipating what the instructor wants and will ask on

the exam. This provides the motivation and strategic

basis for the way in which they study and incorporate

the information in their mental storage. In my

experience, students who study this way frequently can't

answer the same kinds of questions that appeared on

their exam as little as one month following that exam.

That is, their study habits ave characterized by

memorization, cramming and, in some cases, cheating.

No wonder there seems to be little transfer of learning

to other courses or to realistic settings. The extent

to which facts, principles, etc. are learned in the

current format is difficult to quantify at the moment,

since no examinations of the traditional ..ype have been

given. However, based on examinations of student log

notes and consideration of the group discussion content,

it seems that this format results in a better

integration of the information that they acquire into

their knowledge base.
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3. Do 3 Rs students learn as much as students in a

traditional format? In order to answer this question we

would need to define the objectives of instruction and

to develop a set of measures of each objective which

would allow this determination. If the question is, "do

3 Rs students learn as much of the stuff that is

measured by traditional tests (which are usually

arbitrary and idiosyncratic--depending upon which

instructor is teaching the .course and making up the

exam), the answer is "we don't know." However, we

should also ask whether the students in the traditional

classes develop as much in the areas of oral and written

expression, creativity and analytical thinking; or

acquire attitudes which will lead to continued study and

learning in the same area, or experience an improvement

in self-concept, leadership skills, and a tolerance for

others' points of view? Oxford and Cambridge

Universities, both prestigious institutions of higher

learning, use tutorial systems which have as their

primary objective teaching students how to think. There

are no behavioral objectives, mastery tests, multiple-

choice examinations, or any other of the trappings of

the more traditional university and public school

settings with which we are familiar. It seems to me
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that the primary goals of schooling in a pluralistic and

democratic society should be to promote the kind of

human development which releases the creative and

productive potential of all students. I believe that

the 3 Rs format offers more promise in doing that than

the more prescriptive and restrictive formats found in

the majority of our classrooms.

As a final note, it seems clear that a great deal of research

is necessary to determine exactly what kinds of development and

learning styles are promoted by the 3 Rs method as well as the

extent to which this method is applicable to different subject

matters, age levels, student and teacher personality types, etc.

It is my hope that individuals in various areas will attempt to

use this procedure so that we can begin to formulate answers to

these questions.
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APPENDIX A - FIRST TRYOUT

A.i Course Outline

A.2 Focus Questions and Source Materials
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EDS 258-Sociological Foundations of Education Victor Martuza

Fall, 1985 213M-Willard Hall
Phone: 451-1637

Office Hours: MWF 11:00-11:30

I. Introduction. During the past several years, the debate about the
quality of American education and the proper role of the public schools

in a rapidly changing world has intensified considerably. In this

course we will examine specific issues and problems which have been key

elements in this ongoing controversy, attempting to identify the roots
of the current discontent, to understand the various perspectives
fueling the debate, and to critically examine reform proposals to change
and their potential for producing both positive and negative effects.

II. Content: Each week's activities will be based on the contents of

one or more articles which deal with a specific aspect of the debate.

We begin with the report of the National Commission on Excellence in

Education and, in subsequent weeks, we will examine various points
raised in this and similar documents in detail as well as a number of

important factors seemingly overlooked. Some of the questions we will

consider are:
() Is there really a crisis in American education?
(2) What is the proper focus of American public schooling?
(3) What should be taught in school?
(4) What standards are appropriate for pupil promotion and

graduation?
(E) How and by whom should curriculum materials be chosen?
(6) In what ways do economic and political forces shape the

educational agenda?

The assigned readings will be distributed in class on Friday of each
week with payment of $25.00 for the complete set made to Judy Hubbard in

room 219 WHL by FridaY7701. 20.

III. Method. The primary method used in this class is small group
discaTi-657- Each study/discussion group member is expected to
participate fully and to assume responsibility for group leadership on a
rotational basis.

The basic approach to dealing with each set of materials includes 3
steps: Reading, Reflecting and Reacting. Specific guidelines for eac_

of these steps will be provided by the instructor.
Group discussion results will be reported orally to the class as d

whole and will serve as the basis for P, general discussion of that
week's topic. Written versions will also be submitted to the instructor

at this time.
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IV. Student Responsibilities:

written, containing:
- -a discussion preparation outline (before 1st class)

- -reflections, insights, questions related to the readings as
well as links to previously read material dpi - bc110k5Wd*A1

- -1-2 page reaction papers ( od-to
0e-topic) due GAF 3c1 ss AnAA )

2) Active, constructive participation in a study/discussion group
with responsibility for group leadership on a rotational basis.

3) A significant individual (or group) course project approved in
advance by the instructor. Deadline for project proposals: Friday,
November-4 doc44..... :51.

V. Grades: Each of the following components is judged on a pass/fail
bafTEGFades are awarded as follows:

Component

Log Book Group Participation

A

Grade C
D Attendance

Course Project

** Each pair of unexcused absences results in the reduction of course
grade by one letter.
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FOCUS QUESTIONS & RELATED READINGS

Introduction

1. Is there a crisis in American education?

A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform.
Final Report of the National Commission on Excellence in
Education, 1983.

. -

cl.too 1,14.53 et...t

..t.571t4;c:
: .."7"....;

. .

Curriculum Issues

2. What is the nature of the public school curriculum and hc4 can it
be improved?

Daniel P. Resnick & Lauren B. Resnick. Stan?' 's Curriculum

and Performance: A Historical and Comparae, - erspective.

Educational Researcher, April, 185.

3. How are textbooks chosen for public school use?

Arthur S. Trace, Jr. hat Ivan Knows That Johnny Doesn't.
New York: Random Mous-IF:79bl. tCh. 1 Readers and the
Teaching of Reading in Soviet and American Schools)

4

Roger Farr & Michael A. Tully. Do Adoption Committees
Perpetuate Mediocre Textbooks? Phi Delta Kappan, March,
1985.

Harriet T. Bernstein. The New Politics of Textbook
Adoption. Phi Delta Kappan, March, 1985.

The Problem of Standards'

4. What is the proper role of tests and examinations in setting
passing and graduation standards?

Daniel P. Resnick & Lauren B. Resnick. Standards,
Curriculum and Performance: A Historical and Comparative
Perspective.

George F. Madaus. Test Scores as Administrative Mechanisms
in Educational Policy. Phi Delta Kappan, May, 1985.

George F. gadaus & Vincent Greavey. The ir4sh Experience in
Competency Testing: Implications for American Education.
American Journal of Education, February, 1985.

e-klf1
OP" I
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Teacher Quality
1)1

c

B. What are the likely effects of mandatory teacher competency testing 0 i\r v v..).

on teacher quality?
14 r")li"

A-- ece. .

Arnold M. Gallegos. The Negative Consequences of Teacher (roll;\
Competency Testing. Phi Delta Kappan, May, 1984. li.)`- y.o,

041' laAr'

Donald Kauchak. Testing Teachers in Louisiana: A Closer x_ tbk -tg

Look. Phi Delta Kappan, May, 1984. f
v.%

**A Guide to the NTE Core Battery Tests. Prepared by ETS for .

f*
L.,-

l 0

the NTE Policy Council, T983. (NUT INCLUDED IN PACKET) 6.1....1J ' Si5`

6. Are alternative teacher preparation models and/or the promise of
career ladders more likely to attract more able people to the
teaching profession?

Saul Cooperman & Leo Klagholz. New Jersey's Alternative
Rodte-to Certification. Phi Delta Kappa!!! June, 1985.

W. Timothy Weaver. Solving the Problem of Teacher Quality,
Part 2. Phi Delta Kappan, Nov., 1984.

'-

Susan M. Johnson. Merit Pay for Teachers: A Poor
Prescription for Reform. Harvard Educational Review, 1984.

11411" s

sg ry
10 1

Fs foci'

Or, is the profession itself the major obstacle to attracting as su.v' 1.?A;(1'1,

44);'"t" G14"' cw/-

Sr

well Ps retaining the best and the brightest?

Albert Shanker. The Revolution that's Overdue. Phi Delta
Kappan. Jan., 1985.

Structural Features

7. To what extent can changing certain structural features of public
schooling bring about the desired improvements in the quality of
American education?

A. Borrowing from other:
Nobou K. Shiwahara. Japanese Education and its Implications
for U. S. Education.

Arthur S. Trace, Jr. What Ivan Knows That Johnny Doesn't
(Ch. 6: Conclusions and Recommendations)

B. Expanding Opportunities to Choose Among Schools
Hilton Friedman. The Voucher Idea. New York Times
Magazine, Sept. 23, 1973.,

Chris Pipho. Student Choice: The Return of the Voucher.
. Phi Delta Kappan, March, 1985,

55
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Russell I. Thackery. Some Things You May Want to Know About
Tuition Tax Credits. Phi Delta Kappan, Sept., 1984.

Linda Darling-Hammond & Shiela N. Kirby. Tuition Tax
Deductions: What They Mean to the Parents. IFG Policy
Perspectives, Winter/Spring, 1985.

Joe Nathan. The Rhetoric. and Reality of Expanding
Educational Choices. Phi Delta Kaeplaz March, 1985.

C. Creatiii Schools Based on Special Interests/Abilities
Denis P. DoyTe & Marsha Levine. Magnet Schools: Choice and
Quality in Public Education. Phi Delta Kappan. Dec., 1984.

Rolf K. Blank. The Effects of Magnet Schools on the Quality
of Education in Urban School Districts. Phi Delta Kappan,
Dec., 1984.

D. Dismantling the Public School System
Mich, I. After Deschooling, What? Social Policy
Sept./Oct., 1971.

.511011111HLUt41Sll.a1221

Education and Values

8. What is the responsibility of the schools regarding the teaching of
values?

E. Dale Davis. Should the Public Schools Teach Values?
Phi Delta Kappan, Jan, 1984.

William E. Collie. Schempp Reconsidered: The Relationship
Between Religion and Public Education. Phi Delta Kappan,
Jan, 1984.

40:4Jean B. Raffo. Television: The Newest Moral Educatten?
Phi Delta Kappan, Nov, 1983.

Stanley M. Elam. Anti-Democratic Attitudes of High School
Students in the Orwell Years. Phi Delta Kappan Jan, 1984.

Education, Literacy & Politics

9. What are the tolerable limits to educational reform in America?

A. Adult Literacy and Political Participation
Robert F. Arnove. The "Nicaraguan National Literacy Crusade
.f 1980. In Comparative Education, Philip G. Altbach et
al. (eds.), Ndit fork: Macmiifan, 1982. Ch. 22.

5$
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Edward H. Bemer. Educational Underdevelopment in Kentucky.

In Comparative Education, Ch. 19.

B. Controversial Issues 72/
Go

4m tO," j
.

Nous

$,t feve-4. 14)' Tej*Co1 PCEc9 5`

?Al( NCA) 68g;

Ira J. Minn. Cold-War Echoes in American Children. Phi

Delta Kappan, Dec,. 1984.

John E. Mack. Resistances toKnowing in the Nuclear Age
Harvard Educational Review August, 1984.

C. Distortions of Reality
v-s(---fernftriarertufg
* mass media
* popular art forms

--films

--music/video

Education & Equality

mu. s `I ()")...'

10. What are the limits and probabilities of education for solving long

standing social problems?

A. Racial/Ethnic Equality
Diane Ravltch. Race and Eduction: Social Science and the

Law. In The Troubled Crusade. New York: Basic Books, Ch.

5.

John V. Ogbu. Equalization of Educational Opportunity and

Racial/Ethinc Inequality. In Comparative Education, Ch. 15.

B. Sexual Equality
Mollie 5. Ilosenhan. Images of Male and Female in Children's

Readers. In Women in Russia by Dorothy Atkinson et al.
(eds.), Stanford U. press, 1977.

Gari W. Lapidas. Sexual Equality Through Educational

Reform: The Case of the U.S.S.R. In Corr Education,

Ch. 14.

Locus of Control

Ile Where is the real locus of control of the public schools and does
it matter?

Rene..tiaL:n ' 'ciet

arnepe erty, a

ontract 'th the Pub *c chools.

In er b.

Michael G. Killian. Local Control--The Vanishing Myth in
Texas. Phi Delta Kappan, Nov., 1984.

Joel Spring. Education and the Sony War. Phi Delta Kappan,
April, 1984.

/1
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EDS 258 Recommended Books

A Guide to the NTE Core Battery Tests. Prepared by ETS for The National
acel----rF=Erni.nicaim'illlroTicyrobncil, 1984.

Adler, M. J. The Paideia Proposal. New York: MacMillan, 1982. )

Altbach, P. G., Arnove R. F., & Kelly, G.P. (EDS) Comparative

Education. New York: Macmillan, 1982.

Boorstein, D. Democracy and its Discontents. New York: Vintage Books,

1975.

Boyer, E. 1924chool:AReolaivEductlilatioriArnerica.
New Yor : arper ow,

'Brofenbenner, U. Two Worlds of Childhood: U.S. and U.S.S.R. New York:

. Russell Sage Foundation, 1910.

Croghan, M. J. & Croghan, P. P. Ideological Tr-ining in Communist

Education: A Case Study of 'Romania. Washington, D.C.: University

PFErsWMTica,19

Fagen, R. R. The Transformation of Political Culture in Cuba. Stanford,

CA: StaiWor ress, In .. t.

Freire, P. The Politics of Education. South Hadley, MA: Bergin &

Garvey, 1985.

Freire, P. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. New York: Herder & Herder,

1970.

Goodlad, J. I. A Place Called School. New York: Harper & Row, 1983.

Hofstadter, B. Anti-Intellectualism in American Life. New York:

Vintage Book-171967.

Hur1029.11rn,C. J. The Limits and Possibilities of SchoolinL Boston: Allyn
& Bacon;-1978.

School. tv
Kirk, G. Curriculum and Assesment in the Scottish Secondary

London: Ward Lock Educational, 1982.

Kozol, J. Prisoners of Silence. New York: Continuum, 1980.

National Commission on Excellence in Education. A Nation at
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov't Printing OFfice, 1983.

Rabin, A.I. & Hazen, B. Collective Education in the Kibbutz.
Springer, 1973.

diveyn,
LI

Risk.

t?'
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New York: v-
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Ravitch, D. The Troubled Crusade: American Education 1945-1980. New
York: BasIc :oo s, 19: .

Rohlen, T.P. Japan's High Schools. Berkeley: U. of Calif. Press,
1984.

Sizer, T. R. Horace's Com roirB_+44ei Ttlnin the American Hi h
School. ew aven: a e ress,

Trace, A. S. What Ivan Knows that Johnny Doesn't. New York: Random
House, 101.

Zajda, J. I. Education in the U.S.S.R. New York: Pergamon Press,
1980.

Recommended.Videfltlat .

To Save Our Schools, To Save Our Children. ABC News closeup, Sept. 4,
1954. -Show /123. (A 3=hour television program which looks at various
aspects of the crisis in American public education.'
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B.1 Formative Evaluation Form

(Cause Title) Course Outline No.

Formative Evaluation Date

The only purpose of this form is to get a sense of how you feel things are

going at this stage of the course. DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THIS FORM.

I. Describe each of the following course elements using the 2 most appropriate
adjectives (in their order of importance).

1. Monday discussions

2. Wednesday discussions

3. The source materials

4. The issues discussed

5. Your group

II. A. Estimate to the nearest 1/2 hour the amount of time you spent on this week's

topic preparing for the:

Monday Class Wednesday Class Friday ('1Ass

B.. What % of your study time this week did you use for this class %.

III. Compared to classes run in a traditional format, would you say that this class:

1) Requires morebr less effort?
2) Results in more or less learning?
3) Produces deeper or shallower understanding?
4) Stimulates your thinking more or less?

IV. Briefly answer each of the following questions.
1) What is the most interesting issue your group has discussed so far?

2) How would you grade your group (A,B,C,D or F) on each of the following items?

a. staying on topic b) adherence to format

c. evenness of participation d) tolerance of views

3) What do you like best about this class format?

4) What do you like least about this format?

V. Additional cements may be written on the back of this sheet.
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B.2 Course/Instructor Evaluation

Course Title Course Outline No.

Course/Instructor Evaluation Date

This form is used to obtain a continuous evaluation of the course and the

instructor. For each, specify the grade you feel is most appropriate (A, B, C, D, F)

and your reascm s) for that grade assignment. DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THIS FORM.

1. Course Grade

Reason(s):

2. Instructor Grade

Reason(s):
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APPENDIX C - THE LOG BOOK

A. READING

1. Length: 1-2 pages. Regardless of the amount of source

material included in the assignment, the log notes for

this stage must be condensed to serve as a useful guide

for discussion.

2. Content: The notes should contain:

a. The main idea, message, or theme expressed or

represented in the source material and its

underlying motive. [In the case of a visual
representation (i.e., foto, film or video), it may
be more appropriate to describe what's happening.]

b. Questions about things not clearly understood (e.g.,

terms, concepts, ambiguities, confusions, etc.).

c. Implications of any author-made recommendations .1n

the case of a written material; likely outcomes of
the continuation of a sequence of events in the case
of a film or video, etc.

*d. Opinions and evaluative statements are strictly
prohibited at this stage.

3. Validation: At the beginning of the discussion session,

the group leader signs his/her name immediately below the

last recorded note. This activity is an important

responsibility of the group leader.

4. Additions: Anything which occurs during the discussion

can be added to the log notes below the signature of the

group leader. This "added material" should be labelled

as Class Notes.

6a
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5. Evaluation Criteria: (to be added)

B. REFLECTING

1. Length: 1-2 pages as.above.

2. Content: These notes should be based on the individual's

analysis of the source materials. It should contain:

new questions about the topic.

b. statements and/or questions about the wisdom or value
of what was said, recommended, or happening (visual
sequence).

c. statements about the relationship of the element of
(a) above to the student's personal past and present
experience.

d. alternatives to what is said, proposed or portrayed
in the source materials and the reason(s) for
proposing them.

3. Validation: Identical to part A.

4 Additions: Identical to part A.

5. Evaluation Criteria: (to be added)

C. REACTING

1. Length: 2-3 pages. This section should be written in a

clear, concise, logical and grammatically correct fashion

uncontaminated by spelling errors.

2.1 Content (all except group leader): Depending on the

format, the elements of this section may vary. However,

most written reactions should probably contain the

following elements:

a. a clear statement of the point(s) being addressed by
the student.
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b. appropriate references to the source materials on the

point(s) being discussed.

c. A well-reasoned analysis, taking into account one's
past and present personal experiences.

d. a clear, concise statement of one's personal point of
view and a concrete recommendation where appropriate.

*Some students find it easier to focus their efforts
if they use a letter-to-the-editor format in

presenting their reaction.

**Note: The reaction need not be entirely in

written form. For example, a student may propose
that a specific concrete action be taken, e.g.,

circulating a petition, arranging a meeting,
colloquium, debate, demonstration, etc.

3. Validation: Not necessary. At the conclusion of

the final session on the topic, the 3 sets of.

related notes (Reading, Reflecting and Reacting) are

ordered, stapled and submittedto the instructor.

4. Additions: As in the previous stage.

5. Criteria: Indicators of reaction quality include

the following items. Their incorporation into a

pass/fail decision is a matter of instructor

judgement and should take into account individual

differences as well as the amount of experience the

students have had with this procedure.

- statement of point(s) to be discussed
- appropriate references to source materials
- evidence of information seeking beyond the

assigned materials
- logical development
- analytical character
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- conciseness and clarity of expression
- recognition of multiple viewpoints
- formulation of a personal point of view or clear

statement of reasons preventing this
concrete recommendaltion(s)

2.2 Content (group leader): The group 2.-adser is

responsible for preparing a summary of the group's

discussions and, if asked, presenting this

information orally to the large group (class-as-a-

whole) meeting. Both majority and minority views on

the important points should be presented.
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APPENDIX D - STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Leadership responsibilities:

1. Validate log notes. This simply requires signing your

name immediately below the bottom line of the last note

in each students' log. Reading the notes is not

necessary.

2. Keep attendance record.

3. Coordinate/moderate dic%:Lssions

begin session by /laving each member quickly indicate
what he/she wants to discuss (1-2 minutes each).
develop a priority listing of these items and start
with the most important (e.g. in the Reading Section,
it may be necessary to 'begin with clarification of
terms and concepts).
promote tolerance of different viewpoints.
participate in the discussion as an equal.

4. Prepare summary notes at th end of small group

discussions to use as a base_ for writing the group

summary report.

5. Prepare a group summary report instead of a reaction

paper for the large group meeting and be prepared to

present or summarize the report orally.

6. On the top front page of the log notes, clearly show:

a) Print your Name
b) Identify yourself as "Group Leader"
c) List the absences (names and dates) from the small

group discussions

6 7
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1. Regular Member's responsibilities:

1. Submit log notes to leader for validation at the

beginning of each session.

2. Participate in discussions as a collaborator with the

idea that everyone's ideas and opinions are valued. Each

participant is responsible for contributing to the

discusslons in a positive and constructive fashion.

.

3. Prepare a well-reasoned, personal reaction paper.

4. Submit log notes to the instructor at the close of the

large group meeting.

5. On the front page of the log notes, cleary show:

a) Name
b) Group designation
c) Dates absent

C. Large Group Meeting

1. Participate appropriately in scheduled activity. This

varies according to format (e.g., debate session, guest

speaker, class discussion).

2. Submit log notes to instructr.
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APPENDIX E - INSTRUCTOR RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Organization

1. Develop a set of orienting questions (at least 1 per .

topic) and appropriate source materials for each. (For

example, see Appendix A).

*Source materials should be thought-provoking.

**The amount of material allocated to the various topics

should take into account the nature of the student's

activities in this format. For example, extensive

reading lists leave little time for reflection--the most

important part of this approach.

***Acceptable sources include many unconventional forms -

e.g., magazine an4 newspaper articles, television

documentaries, musical recordings, guest speakers.

2. Identify locations for both the large and small group

meetings. Groups should consist of 4-6 members each.

3. Develop a grade assignment scheme (if one is required)

which is consistent with 3 Rs philosophy.

4. Adapt the 3 Rs methcd to the course time schedule.

B. Activities

1. Attend small group meetings as an observer according to a

nonsystematic schedule. The instructor should avoid

injecting personal views or assuming an authoritarian
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role because these actions tend to inhibit rather than

promOte group discussion. The purpose here is to observe

student interactions' and to identify strategies for

promoting individual student development.

2. Coordinate/moderate large group discussions.

3. Advise students as appropriate. Regular out-of-class

"office 1hours' are necessary for this purpose.

4. Read logs after conclusion of each topic and provide

appropriate feedback. Feedback in the form of questions

which stimulate the student to think about the topic

further or in different ways.is preferred to corrective
.

or critical statements. Requiring a student's written

response to such questions is appropriate.

5. Keep a record of attendance and progress as reflected in

the logs and group discussions.
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APPENDIX F - LARGE GROUP ICEBREAKERS

Generating large group discussion can be difficult at
times. However, strategies which require minimal initial
involvement and are nonthreatening from the student's point
of view (i.e., any answer given is acceptable) can be quite
effective. -Once the initial noninvolvement inertia is

overcome, it is surprising how willing students are to
participate. If the situation seems hopeless and you are
willing to grasp at any straw, try one of the following:

1. Adjectives

Start: Give me the 1 adjective which you think best
describes the topic. (Wait for responses from
at least 1/2 dozen different students.)

Followup: Why do you feel the topic is (adjective)? Do
the rest of you feel the same way? Why?

2. SuLdrise

Start:

Followup:

What did you find most surprising about this
topic or article or scene...)?

Why were you surprised at that?

Use your imagination to generate more ideas. Just remember
to keep things simple and nonthreatening.
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APPENDIX G - ALTERNATE FORM11::S/RESOURCES

Student oral alsentations

Oral presentations can take a variety of forms. Each of
the following formats can be considered a form of oral
presentation. The simplest form is a student reading a
reaction paper. This can be either as a volunteer or by
assignment.- It can be a task required of regular group
members or group leaders. The organization and timing of
this procedure depends greatly on the size of the class. If

possible, it is useful to leave open an opportunity for
questions.

Role play

Role play is a very useful tool to help put the students
in other people's shoes. Planned role play often takes the
form of a skit or small play that illustrates a situation.
More informal role play is possible and can be used
effectively to enhance discussion. It is more difficult in
the sense that participants do not get a chance to prepare
and, therefore, can feel more self-conscious. Volunteer
participants are the best choice.

Panel discussion

A panel discussion can take two forms. The first, which
is akin to role play, is a reenactment of a panel where
students play the role of different participants. For
example, if a panel were to model a school board meeting then
one participant could represent the board, one the
administration, another the teachers and finally one could
represent parents. This format is less threatening because
the students are playing roles rather than presentina their
own opinion.

The second form of panel discussion involves students who
are presenting specific viewpoints and information. The
discussion format organizes the interaction and a moderator
might be helpful in conducting the program. This method is
helpful in presenting an issue that has many sides.

Debate

A debate presenting two contrasting sides can be pursued
on a formal or informal basis. Most students have little
experience with formal debate and they will need specific
instruction or an opportunity to research the topic. A more
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informal approach can be adapted to meet the needs of the
class. Again, some brief instruction on procedures would be
helpful.

Speakers and Guest Lecturers

The 3 R's class structure easily accommodates outside
speakers and g 1st lecturers. Their participation can be
woven into the fabric of the reading assignments and clar5
discussions. Papers on the topic can be assigned prior to
the visit and the reading and reflection sections will help
prepare students for the presentation. If possible it is
helpful to discuss papers written by the guests. Thi.c

to bring the written word to life.

In a large university or multidisciplinary department it
may be possible to organize a course by coordinating -the

participation of a number of different faculty members. The
teacher of the course serves as a coordinator and helps the
students to integrate A number of different perspectives.
Using this approach it might be possible for a graduate
teaching assistant to run the mechanics of the course.

Audio-visual materials

When it is not possible to bring guests in live or to
create experiences that resemble reality then audio-visual
material can be used very effectively. To date, videotaped
segments of television specials, e.g., ABC's "Tc Save our
Schools, To Save Our Children" have been used effectively to
introduce classes to some of the problems facing schools.

Recorded material, either video or audio, should be
handled in the same way as written reading material. The
first goal is to clarify the information and understand the
artist's/director's/journalist's/author's point of view. In
the second step, the piece is subjected to critical analysis.
The variety of material to date has included audio records,
slide show presentations, videotaped segments of television
and 16 mm film presentations.

Student trips

One resource that spans in-class and out-of-class
resources is a student report on an outside activity. Often
reading assignments and discussion spark an interest to go
and see things firsthand. Students have visited schools and
school boards, executive breakfast meetings, policy planning
meetings, graduate research colloquia and home schooling
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programs. For other classes, visits to businesses, courts,
hospitals, or other universities might lend themselves to
increased awareness of issues in the fields of economics,
law, medj.cine or higher education.
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APPENDIX H - SUGGESTIONS FOR ADAPTING THE 3 Rs
TO OTHER TYPES OF COURSES

H.1 Problem-oi -ted.courses (like Statistics)

H.2 Foreign language courses
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H.1 Problem-Oriented Courses

A. Identify or create a set of concrete, interesting,
real-world problems to be solved by the stude.ts.
Deadlines for these can be spaced throughout the course
and each problem can be constructed to elicit the kinds
of thinking which should be developed at various points
in the experience.

B. In the 3 Rs format:

1. Reading - understanding of the problem and its
importance

2. Reflecting - critical analysis of the problems
formulation; identificat'n of
appropriate and feasible solution
strategies; analysis of the gains
and losses associated with each

.3. Reacting - selection of a strategy; development
of a plan for achieving solution;
execution of the plan

C. Resources include:

(a) printed matter - texts, journals, technical manuals

(b) human - instructor (as consultant), computer staff
consultants

(c) computer facilities
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H.2 Foreign Language Conversation Courses

A. Considerirw'the nix of students enrolled, identify a set
of realwolid problems or issues which appear to be
highly motivating. For each, formulate 1 or more focus
questions and a set of related source materials (e.g.,
articles, videos, fotos, comic strips) which are
relatively short in length to allow an adequate amount of
time for reflection.

B. The 3 Rs format can 'ae used directly as described in the
manual or varied according to instructor's judgement.

C. Resources (all in the language being studied) include:

- guest speakers
- films, videos, fotos, comic strips, etc.
- radio broadcasts, political protest songs, etc.
- books, articles, etc.
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